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E ncompassing vast sea territories that are wide and expansive, it

has been noted of the difficult to grasp the state of Taiwan’s sea

territories, particularly during the winter when the northeast monsoon

is blowing.  A prime example can be seen in the more than frequent mari-

time distress incidents earlier this year; the absence of an adequate patrol

frigate and vessel allocation would render the need for sea territorial law

enforcement to be less effective.  In response to the administration’s grow-

ing position of national policy needs, the Executive Yuan ruled its ad-

ministration meetings in 2000 to allocate four 600-ton patrol frigates, built

by Directorate General of Custom to Maritime Patrol Directorate General.

In addition, Maritime Patrol Directorate General allocated eight new 100-

ton and Generation-II 50-ton patrol frigates for Directorate General of

Custom ‘s near coast smuggling investigation.  To fully highlight its de-

termination to defend the people and protect the state properties extend-

ing to the rudimentary level, the vessels were named after select locales

of Taiwan as the Taichung,  Keelung, Hualien and Penghu. In March 2004,

they were sequentially allocated to the central regional mobile Coast

Guard squad, northern regional mobile Coast Guard squad and south-

ern regional mobile Coast Guard squad with which to enhance island-

wide sea patrol dynamic, map out a round-the-color crime-fighting and
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rescue system, and greatly accelerate the administration’s mid- and long-

range sea patrol dynamics.

The 600-ton model of patrol frigate was built by Ching Fu Ship-

building Company, Limited of Kaohsiung, which has brought in the

design of Germen firm, Lurssen, who was renowned for production of

fast patrol and investigation vessel, and coupled with adaptation made

to meet the demands of Taiwan’s local operating environment, aiming

to excel mission execution capabilities.  The tonnage frigate has not only

been certified by the China Corporation Register of Shipping (CR), but

has also been assessed to meet the Lioyd’s Register (LR) SSC guideline

of a vessel complying to international legal and regulatory design, and

has been enlisted in the James Yearbook.

The ship hull is of a steel construction, with an aluminum alloy

top deck, which measures in at 63.55 meters in length, hull width at 8.8

meters. The design of this ship includes the draught of 2.7 meters, vol-

ume of water discharge at 628 tons, the fuel cabin of 46.17 metric meters,
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and a fresh water reservoir of 72.51 metric meters.  The vessel is fueled

by two German MTU main engines, featuring two units of 7804HP, with

a maximum ship speed reaching 30.96 knots, and with a navigability of

approx. 4,320 nautical miles, sailing at an 18-knot speed.   The ship is

fitted with two mobile speedboats that support mobile circle trapping

or rescue operations, carries a crew of 40, and can be fitted with the T-

75 machine gun or machine shell in duty deployment depending on the

circumstances.  The ship is also fitted with advance navigational

instruments, such as global positioning system, automatic collision pre-

vention radar and so forth, that can be used to simultaneously track

eight satellites, and display and prompt the ship position, ship speed

signals, supporting the administration’s satellite control system,

whereby to dispatch online mission deployment to achieve a concise

shore surveillance and maritime coverage objective that helps to en-

hance the administration’s dynamic in crackdown illicit smugglings and

human trafficking, serving as a main patrol force to the administration’s

12-24 nautical mile coastline defense duties.




